Using the Festool MFK700 Router for
Making Fine Furniture
Text and Photos by Jerry Work

Every now and then a tool comes along that seems to have been made just for the way
I work, and this Festool MFK700 is one of those. I build fine furniture from solid hard
woods. Most of my pieces go together with a series of interlocking sliding dovetail
joints. Building this way I not only build a stronger, better quality piece, I also built it
faster as I can fully finish all the components in the flat before they are assembled even
for the first time. It leads to a real win-win situation. The customer gets better quality at
a lower price and I get a good return on my time and investment.
To make sliding dovetail joints quickly and easily that fit properly requires the ability to
cut the female DT groove in a precise straight line at a consistent depth and then to also
cut the male DT tongue at that exact same depth and at a width that allows it to slide in
the female slot without binding. The female is best cut with a guided rail router on work
pieces held stationary, and the male is best cut with a router mounted horizontally on
the side of a table with the work piece supported flat on the table top.
The picture below shows everything needed to do both things exceptionally well using
the Festool MFK700 router and a couple of shop built items. You can use any standard
Festool guide rail and only need to build a simple guide rail sled (the white piece) and a
couple of fences, also shown. You can mount the 700 router on either the original
Festool MultiFunction Table or
the newer MFT3.
No modification to
either the router or
the table* are
required.
Once you work this
way you will never
go back!

* you will need to cut a shallow relief in the edge profile for bit clearance when using the original MFT

One of the keys to being able to make
long sliding dovetail joints, such as you
do when joining two cabinet sides to the
under side of a top, or placing dividers
between drawers and doors, is to be able
to plow the female DT slot by moving the
router over the stationary work pieces in
a precise straight line at a precise depth.
Where you want multiple grooves to
exactly line up, like on the inside edges of
cabinet sides, it is easy to get precise
alignment when you clamp the two
pieces face up on the top of the MFT and
use the guide rail to cut the slots in both
pieces at the same time. If you try to cut
blind, mirroring slots on a conventional
router table, it can be very difficult if not
impossible to get multiple such blind,
mirrored slots lined up correctly since you

have to reference the location of the slots
off of the top of one side and off of the
bottom of the other.
Festool guide rails are ideal for this task,
but, since the 700 router was designed
initially as a trim router, as of the date of
this writing Festool does not supply a
guide rail stop for it.
In this tutorial one of the things we will do
is to show how to build different versions
of guide rail stops for the 700.
My favorite version runs on the back side
of the guide rail with the router base flat
on the surface of the work piece. This
style sled is shown in the photo above.

The other key is being able to cut the
male DT tongue at the same depth for a
snug but not overly tight fit so the
components can slide together easily
after they are finished.
Many struggle to do this consistently on
larger pieces. The conventional way of

cutting male SD!s is to perch the
workpiece upright on a router table and
against a fence making a pass on each
side to cut both sides of the male SD.
This is a tough task to do well all the
time.
A much easier and safer way is to mount
the router horizontally on the side of a
large table with the tip of the DT bit
sticking just slightly above the surface of
the table top. In this configuration the

large work piece is easily controlled as it
lies flat on top of the table with the DT
edge against the base of the router, and
the work piece itself covers the spinning
bit for an added measure of safety.
Unfortunately, very few horizontal router
mounts are commercially available.

Fortunately the MFK700 can be easly
mounted to the side of the Festool MultiFunction Table (MFT) - without making
any modifications to either the router
or to the table*!
Festool has made two versions of it!s
MFT. They differ in height and use
different side profiles. As we will learn,
the 700 router can be mounted to either
with nearly equal ease.

Making The Guide Rail Sled

The Festool jig saw guide rail sled is
designed so it can run on the “T” slot
formed into the top side of the guide rail
at the rear. In this configuration the base
of the jig saw rides directly on top of the
work piece.

Festool guide rails provide two means of
mounting the 700 router. The way most
Festool guide rail sleds (or stops as they
call them) work is to hold the tool towards
the front
edge of the
guide rail
(where the
black
rubber zero
clearance
lip is
located for
the circular
saws) with
the gibs of
the sled
running on
the hat
shaped
track
formed into
the top of
each guide
rail.
This type of shop made guide rail
sled for the 700 router runs on the “T”
All the
track at the rear of the guide rail.
Festool
circular saws
That is the configuration that is ideal for a
have a “U” shape molded into the base
router like the MFK700 when used to cut
just for this purpose. In this configuration
both the male and the female portions of
the base of the tool rides on the top of the
sliding dovetail joints. Sitting directly on
guide rail about 5mm off of the surface of
the work piece and guided by the sled the
the work piece.
router will plow a female groove of a
precise depth.
The Festool supplied router stops (aka
“sleds”) hold part of the base of the router
We will see that without changing
on top of the guide rail and support the
anything, that same router can then be
outer part of the router base via a small
mounted to the side of a Festool MFT so
foot that can be extended to run on top of
the male portion of the sliding dovetail
the work piece.
joint will be cut at that same exact depth
for a perfect fit.

This type of sled is easy to construct. I
used a piece of UHMW, a dense plastic
that is easy to machine and slides
smoothly over the “T” track at the back of
the guide rail.

The lower photo shows the underside of
the shop built sled.
You will need to cut two 8mm rods to fit
all the way into the rod pockets on the
700. To do so the ends
need to be deeply
beveled as shown.
The length of each rod
should be enough to
just miss hitting the
outside edge of the
guide rail. Secure the
rods to the sled by
drilling a 3mm hole
through the top of the
sled and through the
rod.
A #6 screw will pass
through the 3mm hole
in the rod yet still bite
enough into the UHMW
to hold everything
securely in place.

The key dimensions to keep in mind are
that the rod pockets in the base of the
700 take 8mm rods which are centered
84mm apart and 11mm off
of the base.
The “T” track is 16mm wide
and 12mm off of the table
top so cut the groove in the
base of the sled a bit over
16mm wide so it can slide
easily and a bit over 12mm
deep to avoid any
interference. Now trim the
part of the sled that will run
on the top of the guide rail
by 5mm. You want the sled
to sit flat on both the rail and
the table top.

That!s it -- your sled is done!

This surface runs on the top of the
workpiece so it is 5mm different from this
surface which runs on the top of the guide
rail

Here are a few more photos that should help you construct this simple sled without
difficulty. You can make it from plastic or from any resinous hardwood like Brazilian
cherry, bloodwood or purpleheart. Note that you need to cut a relief slot for the front bit
height lock knob on the
700.
For the dimensions that
I used the bit center is
80mm from the back
edge of the guide rail so
layout is simple. Just
make your alignment
marks 80mm back from
where you want the
grove centerline to be.

In the photos above and left I
experimented with securing the rods
with cotter pins. The screws
described in the text work far better.

Mounting the 700 to the side of
the MFT as a horizontal router.

the bolt into the lower “T” track on the
side profile of the original or the MFT3
table.

Now let!s take a look at how easy it is to
mount the MFK700 to the side of either
the original MFT table or the newer MFT3
table.

Snug up the nut as shown in the lowermost photo and the router is nice and
secure.

The MFK700 router comes with an 8mm
hole through the base
right under the large
black bit height locking
knob at the rear of the
base. This is shown by
the red arrow in the
photo to the right.
You can see in the
photo that I placed an 8
x 20mm bolt through
that hole, threaded on a
washer and nut, and
then I slid the head of

The motor assembly lifts right off of the
base of the 700 once you loosen one
thumb screw (red arrow) in the bottom
photo.
As shown in
these two photos
you can leave
the base in place
on the side of
the MFT or
MFT3 and
quickly remove
the motor to
change bits.
Bit depth is
easily micro
adjusted by loosening two lock screws (a
large black knob at the rear of the base
shown below and a smaller thumb screw
at the front of the base) and then turning
the green height adjustment knob my
finger is pointing to in this photo. The
range is about 20mm.
Bit depth determines how far the bit
protrudes beyond the
base of the router.
When plowing
grooves with the
router held vertically,
that sets the groove
depth. When the
router is mounted
horizontally, that
determines how far
the bit moves along
the face of the work
piece.
The neat thing for our
purposes here is that
you can set the bit
depth desired for your
sliding dovetails, plow

the

female grooves using the
sled and guide rail, and
then without changing
anything simply mount
the router onto the side of
the MFT and cut the male
DT tongues at that exact
same setting so your male
and female will fit perfectly in depth.
All you need to do is rotate the router up
or down to narrow or widen the male DT
tongue to smoothly fit the female DT slot.
Next we will see how a properly made
fence can help hold the router in the
correct rotational setting and safely guide
the work piece past the base of the 700.

Before we do that, let!s take a look at
how the bit fits into the recess
between the outside edge of the
aluminum table side profiles and
the top. It is different for the
original MFT than it is for the
MFT3.
The bottom photo shows the
corner detail on the original MFT.
Note how the top “T” track is just
13mm below the top of the table.
The top photo shows how the
newer MFT3 has a “V” track that
sits 24mm below the surface of the
table allowing more room for a
larger bit to be mounted without
interference.

This is the top of the “V” rack

To use the original MFT you need
to cut a relief in the top of it!s “T”
track to regain that space in order
to have the same adjustment
range you have on the newer
MFT3.
Other than that, the two tables work
equally as well.

This is the edge profile on the
newer MFT3
The “T” track is aluminum so the recess
can be cut with the router itself mounted
on the side by carefully
swinging it downward with
a carbide bit running.
Lock the pivot point in
place so the router can!t
slide down the “T” track
but can still rotate the bit
downward into the top of
the side rail to cut the
relief.
Use proper body, eye and
ear protection, fully control
the movement of the
router, and know that this
can be a dangerous cut if
done carelessly.

This is the edge profile on the original
style Festool MFT

Easily constructed
fences help support
the edge of the work
piece on either side of
the router base.
This photo shows the
completed fences from the
side that will be against the
side of the MFT. For the leftmost fence I used a plate
and knobs from one of the
Festool accessories made to
slide into that “T” slot to
secure the fixture in place.
For the right-most fence I
just used 8mm bolts to secure the fence
to the edge of the MFT. How you mount
the fences doesn!t matter. The walnut
pieces are sized to fit the gap between
the table top and the top of the “V”
groove on the MFT3 and between the
edge of the table top and the
fence. I made these square at
23.5 x 23.5mm so the fence
and filler would slide in easily
and the filler would support the
work piece, but not interfere
with it sliding smoothly over
the top of the table.
On the previous page we saw
that the distance from the
table top to the top of the “V”
groove is 24mm so 23.5mm
provides a .5mm recess to
keep sawdust from interfering
with the flatness of the work
piece while it is being cut, yet
it still keeps narrow pieces
from tipping too much.
There is a .5mm up and down adjustment
range of an 8mm bolt in the “T” slot so

you can get the filler flush with the top if
you want to.
This lower picture shows the fences from
the other side before the fillers were
installed.

This is the top of the “V” track on the
MFT3 table. The green arrow is the
part of the extrusion that is at the
same height as the top of the “T”
track on the original MFT.

base of the router to help position it
rotationally (setting how high the bit
sticks up above the surface of the table)
as shown here.
The in-feed fence is simply contoured to
allow it to nestle close to the in-feed side
of the router while in use as shown in the
photos on the next page..

Here you can see how the filler sits flush
with the top on the MFT3 and supports
the work piece
on either side
of the bit.
These fillers
also add a
margin of
safety by
further
covering the
bit side to side
as well.

The lower photo with
the ruler gives an
indication of the
proper shape for the
fences. The fence to
the left has areas
machined out to
clear the knobs on
the MFK700 while it
is mounted on the
side of the table.
The ramp area rides
on the edge of the

Out-feed fence

Ramp area on out-feed fence

In-feed fence

The two large photos on this page, taken
before the fillers were added, show how
the router
looks from
both sides
while
mounted
on the
table.
The small
photo
shows the
clearance
cut in the
out-feed
fence for
the knobs.
The way the router and fences mount to
the table is simple, clean and leaves the
top fully accessible to allow you to safely
move even large work pieces past the
cutter.
The fences and the
router can be
removed in less than
a minute.
One thing I find
helpful is to move the
stop (set at the
factory for locating
the guide rail relative
to the top) down to
the in-feed side of the
router. I then slide
the router in place
with it!s mounting nut
against that stop.
I then slide on the left
(out-feed) fence and
use the ramp to set
the desired bit height.

The stop prevents the router from sliding
in the “T” slot and the ramp forces it to
rotate upward when
pushed towards the
router or downward
when the fence is
moved away from
the router.
Once the desired bit
height is set, tighten
the router mounting
nut.
The in-feed or right
fence then slides up
against the router to
complete the set-up.

Adding a micro
adjustment for
setting bit height
relative to the
table top.
You can easily add a
micro adjustment
mechanism to
precisely locate the
bit height relative to
the table top. This is
very handy in fitting
the male SD to fit a
female SD slot. Set
the bit lower than you
think it needs to be
so your first pass will
cut the male SD
tongue wider than
will fit.
Do a trial fit and note how much too wide
it is. Readjust your bit higher by one half

that amount and try again. This time you
should be very close. Readjust if you
need to and then cut all the male SDs.

To make the micro adjustment
mechanism I simply mounted the micro
adjuster (488-754) that is available for
the 1010 router to the side of the outfeed fence. That adjuster (defined by the
red arrow above) receives an 8mm rod
that is clamped in place by a thumb nut.
Turning the green knob moves the rod
up or down. The knob is marked in 10
0.1mm increments so one full revolution
of the knob moves the rod 1mm.
The rod is supported at the upper end by
a hole drilled in a piece of black UHMW
that is screwed to the fence. The rod
end hits the flange for the front height
lock on the router holding it in place. The
way I have mine mounted turning the
green adjustment knob one revolution
moves the tip of the router bit 0.5mm so
each increment on the green knob
represents a movement of 0.05mm or
about .002” at the bit tip.

1/4 x 20 bolt holds the adjuster in
place. Use a “T” nut recessed into
the back side of the fence to receive
the bolt.

Here are more shots
to show the details. A
1/4 x 20 bolt just fits
through the existing
mounting hole in the
height adjuster. I
recessed a 1/4 x 20
“T” nut into the back
face of the fence so it
would not interfere
with the side profile on
the MFT3 when the
fence is mounted.
You need to cut a
relief slot so the rod
locking thumb nut
does not hit the
bottom of the fence.

fence, set the adjuster
to the middle of its
range, loosen the rod
lock thumb nut, place
the tip of the rod on the
router, tighten
everything down and
micro-adjust away.

There is about a
13mm range on the
adjuster shown right
with the rod lock
thumb nut removed so
you can see how the
thumb nut locks the
rod but still allows the
rod to move up and
down the length of
that slot as the green
adjustment knob is
turned.
You can mount the

13mm adjustment
range

While it took us more than a dozen pages
to describe and show how to build the
guide rail sled and fences, the picture
here shows just how simple it really is.
We only need to build three things, a sled
and two fences, and supply one 8 x
20mm bolt and nut to secure the Festool
MFK700 router to any Festool MFT. Add
a micro-adjuster to the out-feed fence
using parts from the 1010 router if you
want that feature.
From here on it is all gain and no pain.
We have the “perfect” grooving machine
that is small, lightweight, and easy to
maneuver safely even in awkward
places. Bit changes are a snap and
setting bit height is a very precise, easy

process that produces great results every
time.
Without changing a thing, take that same
grooving router and mount it as a
horizontal router and use the whole top of
the MFT to support your work piece.
Whether you do sliding dovetails or
chamfering, or most any edge profiling
work, it can be done easily with what is
quickly becoming one of my favorite
Festool router offerings.
Enjoy!
Jerry

In-feed fence
Guide rail sled
Out-feed fence with micro-adjuster

8 x 20mm mounting bolt

You can also build a guide rail sled for the MFK700 router using the guide stop for the
Festool 1010 router by simply drilling two 8mm holes in a block of wood or plastic to
bring the wider rod spacing of the 1010 down to match the 84mm rod spacing of the
700. The following pictures show how.
You can build it so the base of the 700 router rides half on top and half off of the front
edge of the guide rail to keep the bit center as close as 10mm to the front edge of the
guide rail or you can build it so the base of the router rides on top of the work piece in
front of the guide rail.
I built this version first, but found I prefer the simpler and more secure white fixture
discussed in the text that rides on the rear “T” track on the guide rail. The choice is
yours.

Yes, the side profiles are square with
the top of the MFT3, at least mine
are!

Here is another fun,
self-squaring, selfaligning and selflocking sliding joint.
This one I call a
“sliding key” joint.
It is cut with the
Festool keyhole bit
(491-035) mounted
in the MFK700
router.
Just like the sliding
dovetail joint, cut the
female slot with the
router flat on the top
of the work piece
and guided by the
guide rail and sled.
Cut the male at the
same bit setting with
the router mounted
to the side of the
MFT or MFT3 cutting
one half of the joint
on one side of the male
work piece and the
other side in a second
pass just like you do
cutting male sliding
dovetails.
If you want the joint to
slide, cut the male a bit
loose and lightly sand
the bottom edge of the
male to get a smooth
sliding fit.

Top view of keyhole bit with the
MFK700 router mounted on the
side of a MFT3

